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To live artfully, to be present in every moment and appreciate the beauty all around—KALLISTA has built its brand around 

this very idea, and it remains the main principle that stands behind each design. Like an acclaimed painting or sculpture 

that intrigues, each piece tells a story of imagination and craftsmanship. At KALLISTA we are dedicated to exploring and 

celebrating the artist behind the work, revealing the inspiration that brings every piece to life. 

A singular elegance animates the inspired designs of KALLISTA. Precise functionality, purity of form, selection of materials 

and superb finish all play a role. Materials are a considered choice, and at KALLISTA they must be of the highest quality. 

The hand-cut crystal by artisans incorporates the intricate art of cloisonné into desirous pieces to set a room apart, each 

articulating the experience reflected in all KALLISTA® products. The products and collections within this book should be 

viewed no differently than a piece of fine art, considered and appreciated for its compelling details and exquisite craft.  

Live artfully. Selective, sophisticated and always imaginative and inspiring, welcome to KALLISTA.
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Finish With Style and Grace
From Unlacquered Brass to Gunmetal, from Brushed Nickel to Brushed Bronze, KALLISTA’s decadent range of 

finishes turns faucets and fixtures into stunning, one-of-a-kind showpieces. Created in complex layers to allow 

the color to penetrate the metal, each finish is crafted to elevate the feel of a space with a touchable warmth 

and dramatic aesthetic. The composition of the finish is as purposeful as it is beautiful. The KALLISTA® line of 

Living Finishes is designed to naturally patina over time, imparting a soft, weathered appearance, whereas 

powder-coated and PVD finishes like Matte Black and French Gold provide a smooth durability that withstands 

the rigors of daily use. No matter your finish choice, KALLISTA will enhance your home environment . . . beautifully.   
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Many of the awe-inspiring designs of KALLISTA have come from its partnerships with some of the most 

distinguished and recognized artistic masters the world over. These remarkable collaborations lend a 

sophistication and rarified nature to every setting, and they pay homage to the art of true handcraft that 

has spanned generations.

The KALLISTA partnership with Cristallerie Royale de Saint-Louis produced a series of one-of-a-kind 

decorative crystal knobs for the bath. Renowned for its crystal works since the early nineteenth century, 

Saint-Louis continues to create its crystal designs using the disciplined old-world techniques of crystal 

blowing and intricate hand-etching. KALLISTA found a kindred spirit in Saint-Louis, taking notice of its 

approach to art and commitment to sophisticated, timeless design. It is through these relationships that 

KALLISTA will continue to move the bar, creating a portfolio of unique and meaningful products that 

separate, define and withstand the test of time.  

Prestigious Partners
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Historically, the manufacturing process has limited the way in which a faucet is designed. Advances  

in 3-D printing technology, however, have made it possible to create complex-shaped pieces that would 

otherwise be impossible by universal standards. For KALLISTA, 3-D printing has made producing the 

visionary Grid™ sink faucet design a reality—and marks the first of its kind for the product portfolio.   

Minimalist in its form and unique in its design, the Grid sink faucet is developed through a layer-by-layer 

process of powdered steel that is laser-fired to liquid, cooled and the process repeated until the form is 

complete. A system of discreet interior channels allows the water to flow easily through the faucet’s open 

form, from the base to the spout. To complement the faucet’s sleek lines and “demassed” aesthetic, the 

handles employ metal casting to achieve a perfectly open square design.  

Innovative Technology
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PER SE® COLLECTION
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While every product KALLISTA offers is unequivocally unique, each shares one thing in common: the approach 

to the design. The KALLISTA design team travels the world in search of the most compelling trends to influence 

aesthetics, materials and finishes. They then reimagine their findings to create artful and timeless full-suite solutions 

that push the boundaries of design, whether modern, traditional or transitional. A profound consideration for the 

whole space results in seamless pairings with other products—like the innovative styling solutions of decorative 

product brand Robern® or the globally curated tile of ANN SACKS—and the delivery of unparalleled experiences 

within the kitchen and bath spaces. For more than 40 years, this has been the approach that has—and continues— 

to set KALLISTA apart as a leader in luxury decorative plumbing products.

Design Approach
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Designer In
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I spiration
For over four decades, KALLISTA has drawn its inspiration from across the globe through 

its relationships with some of the finest designers. The collaborations with world-renowned 

designers continue to create a breadth and depth of designs that set KALLISTA apart.



16 WORKSHOP/APD

At Workshop/APD, an award-winning New York City-based design and architecture firm, 

each project is shaped by a sense of place and a desire to create a crafted experience. 

Led by founders Andrew Kotchen and Matt Berman, a diverse team combines their 

talents to solve complex design challenges that beautifully suit their clients’ needs.

Workshop/APD
A R G I L E ™ 
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ARGILE™ COLLECTION BY WORKSHOP/APD





ARGILE™

A COLLECTION BY

With Argile, Workshop/APD masterfully brings together a handcrafted 

aesthetic and modern form for a visually striking contrast. With a sculpted 

exterior, the freestanding bathtub and complementing decorative vessel 

sink evoke an artful sensibility in the bathing space.

Vessel Sink

Workshop/APD
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Freestanding Bathtub
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ARGILE™ COLLECTION BY WORKSHOP/APD



22 LAURA KIRAR

Laura Kirar, founder and creative director of Laura Kirar Design, is an internationally 

renowned interior and product designer whose mission is to foster artistic exploration 

in all of her endeavors. Her collections offer a full range of home products from tile 

and bath fixtures to seating, lighting and accessories. Creator, patron, collector and 

connector, Laura Kirar is truly “a designer with the soul of an artist.” 

Laura Kirar
P I N N A  PA L E T TA ® 

V I R  S T I L ®
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PINNA PALETTA ® COLLECTION BY LAURA KIRAR





PINNA PALETTA
A COLLECTION BY

Laura Kirar brings the Paletta collection to KALLISTA with an abstract 

textural pattern and palette of finish possibilities. Whether you see the 

patterns as a thumbprint, feather or palm leaves, the Paletta collection is 

an open canvas waiting for your interpretation. 

Laura Kirar
PINNA PALETTA®

A COLLECTION BY

Laura Kirar brings the Pinna Paletta collection to KALLISTA with an abstract 

textural pattern and palette of finish possibilities. Whether you see the 

pattern as a thumbprint, feather or palm leaf, the Pinna Paletta collection  

is an open canvas waiting for your interpretation. 

Faucet Handles

Laura Kirar



36” Vanity 
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PINNA PALETTA ® COLLECTION BY LAURA KIRAR



27PINNA PALETTA®

Freestanding Bathtub

A collection based on natural  
        forms that would be both    
  contemporary and timeless.



PINNA PALETTA

Faucet Spouts

PINNA PALETTA®28
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Thermostatic Trim
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VIR STIL®

A COLLECTION BY

In creating Vir Stil, designer Laura Kirar drew inspiration from several 

key architectural influences including Bauhaus and Danish modernism. 

The stylistic interplay has resulted in a collection that balances modern 

form with unexpected details designed to gradually reveal themselves 

to the discerning eye.

Sink Faucet

Laura Kirar



PINNA PALETTA
A COLLECTION BY

Laura Kirar brings the Paletta collection to KALLISTA with an abstract 

textural pattern and palette of finish possibilities. Whether you see the 

patterns as a thumbprint, feather or palm leaves, the Paletta collection is 

an open canvas waiting for your interpretation. 

Laura Kirar

SECTION 31LAURA KIRAR 31
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VIR ST I L ® COLLECTION BY LAURA KIRAR



Freestanding Bathtub 

SECTION 33VIR STIL® 33

Faucet Handles



36” Vanity 
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Console Table

 These pieces express the things I  love,  
     the perfection of line, beauty  
 of material and superior craftsmanship.
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VIR ST I L ® COLLECTION BY LAURA KIRAR



36 KALLISTA

Every KALLISTA design is made from the finest materials available to work in harmony with  

today’s most sophisticated interiors. Combining passion with a profound sense of aesthetic,  

each piece is beautiful yet practical. From traditional to modern, these unique collections 

offer universal products that match and complement a range of design styles. 

G R I D ™

S C R I P T ®

O N E ™

P E R  S E ®

F O R  TO W N
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GRID™ COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA
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GRID™

A COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA

Taking its design cues from the De Stijl movement, the Grid collection 

by KALLISTA delivers on the premise of pure abstraction advocated 

by early twentieth-century artists and architects. Available exclusively 

in Matte Black, the collection’s sleek and minimalist composition 

complements modern and transitional interiors alike.

Bath Filler 

Sink Faucet



GRID™40

The principles of the De Stijl  
        movement are manifested  
  in the spout’s geometric  
     shape and demassed form.

Faucet Spout
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GRID™ COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA



GRID™ COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA
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Faucet Handles
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SCRIPT®

A COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA

Inspired by the nineteenth century, the pieces within the Script collection are a celebration 

of old-world artistry blended with modern design. From the sparkling clarity of fine cut 

crystal handcrafted by gifted artisans to the artfully crafted porcelain with etched detail 

and beautifully hand-painted enamel reminiscent of detailed cloisonné jewelry, Script 

Decorative features a collection of exquisite handles that allows you to craft your own story.

Sink Faucet
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SCRIPT® COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA



47SCRIPT®

  This collection is all about  
bringing individuality and 
a  keen sense of fashion to 
your bathroom space.

Sink Faucet



48 SCRIPT®

Showerhead
Thermostatic Trim
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Sink Faucet
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ONE™

A COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA

Inspired by the flowing forms and tranquility of a Japanese Zen garden,  

the One collection by KALLISTA flawlessly blends minimalist design with  

eye-catching lines. Every piece in this elegant collection features sleek 

shapes that pair perfectly with an array of contemporary environments.

Freestanding Bath Faucet



ONE™52

Faucet Spouts
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ONE™ COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA



ONE™ COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA
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  The simplistic design and functional form 
are juxtaposed with beautiful 
        and authentic marble inserts.

Faucet Handles
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PER SE®

A COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA

The Per Se collection calls to mind the soft, flowing minimalism of midcentury 

modern architecture. Meaning “in itself,” this collection pairs thoughtful composition 

with uncomplicated design that distinguishes itself from industry norms. In this way, 

Per Se is as individualistic as its name implies.

Sink Faucet
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58 PER SE

PER SE® COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA



59PER SE®

Showerheads



PER SE®

Sink Faucet

60

   The modern forms are sleek, employing  
minimalist detail and chic couture-inspired styling.
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Console Table
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FOR TOWN
A COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA

The grandiose designs of the 1920s and 1930s art deco style are 

unforgettable, as seen in the iconic cityscape of New York City. Inspired 

by this era, the For Town collection pays tribute to what you might find in 

a classic Park Avenue apartment of that time. Vintage elegance makes  

For Town a timeless collection.

Faucet Spout



64 FOR TOWN

Faucet Handles



65FOR TOWN

FOR TOWN COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA
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FOR TOWN COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA



67FOR TOWN

Faucet Spouts



68 BJARKE INGELS

Lauded, technologically savvy architect Bjarke Ingels—founder of Denmark-based 

Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG)—earned a reputation for creating tradition-defying 

sustainably minded buildings and projects. His innovative Taper collection for 

KALLISTA marries form and function with architectural lines and an unmistakably 

urban vibe. Since its introduction, the Taper sink faucet has earned several accolades 

including the 2017 Great Design Award from Architectural Digest, the 2017 Good 

Design Award and, most recently, the 2018 iF Design Award. 

TA P E R ®

B jarke Ingels
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TAPER ® COLLECTION BY BJARKE INGELS



BJARKE INGELS70
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TAPER®

A COLLECTION BY

The Taper collection reinvents minimalist design through shape-shifting 

geometry, turning the practical into poetry. Ingels’ concept draws upon a 

rich Scandinavian furniture-design heritage known for modern curves and 

simple yet stylized shapes. It’s at once unconventional and unexpected 

but playfully approachable.

B jarke Ingels

Sink Faucet



72 TAPER®

Thermostatic Trim
Volume Control Trim
Transfer Trim



73TAPER

 I t s  sculpted shape translates from 
          the geometry of the pipe and    
    sculpts the flow of water to the body.

73TAPER®

Toilet Paper Holder



74 BARBARA BARRY

Barbara Barry’s architecturally inspired works are in harmony with refined environments, 

thanks to their ageless elegance. With her Counterpoint collection for KALLISTA, it’s clear 

why Barry’s sculptural-meets-minimalist designs have earned the praise of her peers and 

the press; they elevate baths and dressing rooms to settings of subtle sophistication. 

C O U N T E R P O I N T ®

Barbara Barry
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COUNTERPOINT® COLLECTION BY BARBARA BARRY
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COUNTERPOINT®

A COLLECTION BY

Struck by the sculptural form and polished look of a 1930s-era airplane, Barbara Barry 

created the Counterpoint collection to resemble features of the iconic aircraft. The entire 

collection embodies the elegance and simplicity of modern design with a commanding 

presence that will add sophistication to any modern space.

Barbara Barry

Sink Faucet



78 COUNTERPOINT®

  The oval shape of the handle,   
a signature form, feels comfortable   
in the hand and is easy on the eye.

Sink Faucet



79COUNTERPOINT®

Sconce



80 MICK DE GIULIO

Recognized as one of the most influential designers in the kitchen and bath industry, 

Mick De Giulio has been creating kitchens for distinctive residences throughout the 

United States and abroad for over 40 years. Fostering beauty and creativity, De Giulio 

brings fine craftsmanship to the kitchen with his elegant yet practical sinks designed 

exclusively for KALLISTA. 

K I TC H E N  S I N K S

Mick De Giulio
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MULTIERE® BY MICK DE GIUL IO
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KITCHEN SINKS
A COLLECTION BY

Mick De Giulio brings a unique spin to the kitchen. His chef-inspired sinks are 

crafted to function as beautifully as they look and feature materials that will stand 

the test of time. It’s the perfect pairing of elegance with practicality.

Mick De Giulio

Entertainment Sink
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ARGILE™ COLLECTION BY WORKSHOP/APD
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PINNA PALETTA ® COLLECTION BY LAURA KIRAR 
FEATURING ANN SACKS ® T I LE
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PINNA PALETTA ® COLLECTION BY LAURA KIRAR FEATURING 
ANN SACKS ® T I LE AND ROBERN ® VANITY AND MIRROR
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SCRIPT® COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA  
WITH CIRCE™ FREESTANDING BATHTUB
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PER SE® COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA
WITH PLÉO ® WALL-HUNG TOILET
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SCRIPT® COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA WITH  
CLASSIC FREESTANDING BATHTUB  

FEATURING ANN SACKS ® T I LE
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ONE™ COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA
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ONE™ COLLECTION BY KALL ISTA WITH  
MONTE CARLO ROUND BAR SINK
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VIR ST I L ® MINIMAL COLLECTION BY LAURA KIRAR WITH  
BACIFIORE® BAR SINK BY MICK DE GIUL IO



FINISHES 

FINISHES

Offered in a range of artisan-inspired hues, KALLISTA’s portfolio of fi nishes instantly transforms faucets and accessories 

into stunning, one-of-a-kind showpieces. Created in complex layers to allow the color to penetrate the metal, each 

fi nish is crafted to elevate the feel of a space with a touchable quality and dramatic aesthetic. From living and 

powder-coated to physical vapor deposition (PVD) and beyond, KALLISTA will bring each and every fi nish into your 

environment . . . beautifully. 

Chrome 
(CP)

Polished 
Nickel* 

(SN)

Nickel 
Silver 
(AD)

Brushed 
Nickel 
(AG)

Brushed 
Nickel* 

(BN)

Stainless*
(VS)

Blush 
Bronze 
(BCH)

Brushed 
Bronze* 

(BV)

Bronze 
(LB)

French Gold* 
(AF)

Unlacquered 
Brass 
(ULB)

Brushed 
Moderne Brass*

(2MB)

Black Nickel 
(W7)

Gunmetal 
(GN)

Matte Black 
(BL)

Carbon Black* 
(CBK)

*PVD Finish

102

PVD FINISHES 

The KALLISTA fi nish repertoire expands to incorporate PVD, a coating technique which bonds the fi nish to ensure 

durability and color integrity while resisting scratching, tarnishing, and corrosion.

Experience the beauty of KALLISTA faucets and fi xtures in person at a showroom near you. 

Visit KALLISTA.com/fi nd-a-showroom to fi nd the nearest location.
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